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Space Knight
In a universe where technology and magic co-exist, Nicholas
Lyons desires one thing: to serve his queen as a Space
Knight in the Royal Trident Forces. But when his final mission
as an Academy cadet goes horribly wrong, Nicholas
discovers he possesses illegal magical abilities that grant him
power far beyond that of a normal man, knight, or
mage.When a clandestine assignment lands Nicholas on the
worst starship in the kingdom's fleet, he finds a motley crew
of warriors hiding their own terrible secret. Death and betrayal
lurk around every corner, and Nicholas finds himself torn
between his loyalties to his new crew, or the oath he swore to
his queen.And death no matter which choice he makes.
Eons ago the Sphinx launched a solar bomb that blasted a
massive moon across space eventually heading towards
Earth. The governments of Earth plan a global exodus.
Trance, a teenage boy from Earth, and his family escape and
land on the planet Althora in the Andromeda galaxy. Here the
military of knights ride robot horses and wield medieval
weapons. Trance will meet an elite group of knights guarding
Princess Corena. While attending school and taking classes
to become a knight he gets friendlier with Corena and battles
his rival, her ex-boyfriend. Could his arrival be connected to
the coming of the Griffin General and the return of the Son of
God fulfilling Althorian prophecies? Gregory lives in Aurora
with his wife Christi and their cat Leo. He was born and raised
in Northern Colorado. Gregory graduated from Aims
community college in 1994 with a degree in computer
science. Growing up Gregory and his brother often played
knights in the backyard and created their own adventures.
This work is inspired from those memories of youth. He is
currently working on the next "Space Knights" adventure.
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The first book-length collection by the most respected writer
on anime and manga today
RetroFan #3 celebrates the 40th Anniversary of Superman:
The Movie with an exclusive interview with Superman director
RICHARD DONNER! ANDY MANGELS dives in to Saturday
morning’s undersea adventures of Aquaman! The Oddball
World of SCOTT SHAW! unravels Marvel’s wackiest product
ever: JIM SALICRUP and MARIE SEVERIN’s Spider-Man
and Hulk toilet paper! ERNEST FARINO flips through
monster fanzines of the Sixties and Seventies! SCOTT
SAAVEDRA grows his own Sea-Monkeys®! Retro Travel to
Metropolis, IL, home of the Superman Celebration! Plus:
IRWIN ALLEN’s sci-fi universe, Funny Face beverages and
collectibles, a fortress of Superman and Batman memorabilia;
and more fun, fab features! Edited by Back Issue magazine’s
MICHAEL EURY.
The legend of King Arthur is embedded in British and
American culture. Contemporary America, in particular, is a
rich breeding ground for the Arthurian mythos, not only in
films, novels, short stories, and fantasy and science fiction,
but in other areas of popular and mass culture as well. This
work is a collection of 18 previously unpublished essays that
demonstrate the impressive extent to which the Arthurian
legend continues to permeate contemporary culture beyond
film and literature. The essays cover the Arthurian legend in
economics, ethics, education, entertainment, music, fun and
games, the Internet, and esoterica. Instructors considering
this book for use in a course may request an examination
copy here.
Sleeping Around is by four top British playwrights from
England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales: Mark Ravenhill, Hilary
Fannin, Stephen Greenhorn and Abi Morgan Sleeping
Around is about love and sex in Britain as we approach the
millennium. In a dozen scenes of likely and unlikely
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connections, two actors (Sophie Stanton and John Lloyd
Fillingham) play a variety of couples whose ordinary lives
erupt in extraordinary moments.
Collects Venom: Space Knight #7-13. Venom's new career as
an Agent of the Cosmos continues with the hunt for Black
October! Flash Thompson has been learning quickly on the
job as a space knight in symbiote armor, helping the hopeless
and impressing the oppressed across the galaxy. He's even
picked up a few new pals along the way. But even they might
not be enough to stop what's coming. Because when his
symbiotic relationship becomes one of hunter and prey, it's
Flash season! And when he comes face-to-face with his
Klyntar, things get ugly. If there's any hope of repairing this
relationship, Flash will need all the help he can get - but when
he returns home to CIVIL WAR II, one of his oldest friends will
be his enemy! You've never seen Spidey vs. Venom like this!
The story is about a prince that was captured by Draconian
enslavers that enslaved all of Jojo Sithamma's people. He
was forced to grow up in an arena of death as his caretakers
fought for survival. The young prince escaped and was
captured by rogues and forced to grow up under a vampire
kingdom of Gorum. He learned to be a rogue trained by the
Eyes of Gold. It is one of the best stories ever created. The
story will captivate you, and a romance story about his
childhood friend, the rogue Hannah Hagglecoin, will move
your heart. A new threat is coming from some alternate
dimension from some far-off galaxy. Stand with Jojo
Sithamma as he battles the threat from another galaxy.

Cosmo is a newly appointed Space Knight for a
renowned safety company. Explore new worlds and go
on exciting missions with this young cadet as he makes
new friends and learns more about himself.
Feln Koenig is a Space Knight, one of a very few
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augmented people in the Francescan Star Empire who
bears the "Blessing" that allows him to pilot one of the
supremely powerful super robots known as Hyper Battle
Machines. Since he received the Blessing as a child,
Feln's had a Companion: Aaltskog, a quirky female
android who loves Feln fiercely and helps him to synch
his mind and body with his Hyper Battle Machine,
Denxeiter. Denxeiter carries enough firepower to destroy
an entire battle fleet, but Feln has his suspicions that the
robot is much more than a mindless weapon.After years
of hard fighting against the Aldonis Federation, Feln is
finally given a reprieve when he's assigned a peaceful
mission to escort a fleet on its way to colonize a new
world. That reprieve is short-lived when the fleet is ripped
from space jump into an uncharted part of the galaxy,
where debris makes communication and navigation all
but impossible. It seems as if this region of space itself
has a malevolent mind... and when a terrifyingly
disturbing enemy suddenly attacks, Feln, Aaltskog, and
Denxeiter will be pushed to their limits... and
beyond.Massive fleets of starships, space monsters, and
robots violently clash with devastating results in this
fantasy space opera inspired by classic anime, pulp
science fiction, and military history! This standalone
novel is the first in a series detailing the exploits of the
Francescan Star Empire's forces throughout its
existence.This print edition includes an expanded
concept art gallery of some of the book's machinery with
design notes by the author/ illustrator.This book was
originally published in three installments as Space Robot
Denxeiter.Note: This novel contains scenes of graphic
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intimacy.
A TALE OF ADVENTURER AND KNIGHTS AND
DREAMS AND MORE
This focused but far-reaching work by the distinguished
scholar Angus Fletcher reveals how early modern
science and English poetry were in many ways
components of one process: discovering the secrets of
motion. Beginning with the achievement of Galileo, Time,
Space, and Motion identifies the problem of motion as
the central cultural issue of the time, pursued through the
poetry of the age, from Marlowe and Shakespeare to
Ben Jonson and Milton.
Space-Girl Michelle Mr Dangersworth is the fourth book
in the Space-Girl Michelle series. The dark humor,
romantic science fiction saga continues. Therese now,
the commander of earth, continues to fight the enemies
of freedom in the galaxy. America is attacked and it is up
to the team to survive until help can arrive. The origins of
Space-Girl Michelle and the Shadowbird are finally
revealed as Therese struggles to save the galaxy while
mentoring a teenage sister who is trying to take over the
high school.
Flash Thompson is many things. Soldier. Veteran.
Double amputee. Host to a powerful alien symbiote.
Guardian of the Galaxy. Now Flash is tasked with being
an intergalactic ambassador of Earth and an Agent of the
Cosmos! Join Flash for high adventure in deep space as
he swashbuckles his way across the universe! But as
Venom travels the galaxy, helping the helpless and
punishing the violent, he is being trailed by a mysterious
warship. Collects Venom: Spaceknight #1-5.
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The first generation of American television programmers
had few choices of Saturday morning children’s
offerings. That changed dramatically in 1963 when a
Japanese animated television series called Tetsuan
Atom was acquired for distribution by NBC. Fred Ladd
adapted the show for American television
and—rechristened Astro Boy—it was an overnight
sensation. Astro Boy’s popularity sparked a new
industry importing animated television from Japan. Ladd
went on to adapt numerous Japanese animated imports,
and here provides an insider’s view of the creation of an
ongoing cultural and media phenomenon.
Summary: "Film Architecture and the Transnational
Imagination presents for the first time a comparative
study of European film set design in the late 1920s and
1930s; based on a wealth of designers ? drawings, film
stills and archival documents, the book offers a new
insight into the development and significance of transnational artistic collaboration during this period.
European cinema from the late 1920s to the late 1930s
is famous for its attention to detail in terms of set design
and visual effect. Focusing on developments in Britain,
France, and Germany, Film Architecture and the
Transnational Imagination: Set Design in 1930s
European Cinema provides a comprehensive analysis of
the practices, styles, and function of cinematic
production design during this period, and its influence on
subsequent filmmaking patterns."--Publisher description.
CHAPTER 1 "All right, you blasted Earthworms! Stand to!"
Three frightened cadet candidates for Space Academy
stiffened their backs and stood at rigid attention as Astro
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faced them, a furious scowl on his rugged features. Behind
him, Tom Corbett and Roger Manning lounged on the
dormitory bunks, watching their unit mate blast the freshman
cadets and trying to keep from laughing. It wasn't long ago
that they had gone through the terrifying experience of being
hazed by stern upperclassmen and they knew how the three
pink-cheeked boys in front of them felt. "So," bawled Astro,
"you want to blast off, do you?" Neither of the three boys
answered. "Speak when you're spoken to, Mister!" snapped
Roger at the boy in the middle. "Answer the question!" barked
Tom, finding it difficult to maintain his role of stern
disciplinarian. "Y-y-yes, sir," finally came a mumbled reply.
"What's your name? And don't say 'sir' to me!" roared Astro.
"Coglin, sir," gulped the boy. "Don't say 'SIR'!" "Yes, sir—er—I
mean, O.K.," stuttered Coglin. "And don't say O.K., either,"
Roger chimed in.
Super robots, space pirates, and space monsters clash in this
adult fantasy space opera that imagines a Narnia-like world
that becomes spacefaring and embarks on a conquest of the
stars. His name would become another word for "traitor". His
super robot Hyper Battle Machine, Allepexxis, would
someday strike fear into the hearts of those it once protected.
This is the true story of Paress Handrel. Paress is a normal
boy with telekinetic abilities, until he receives the Blessing- a
rare occurrence that brings his telekinesis to potentially
dangerous levels. After a visit from the enigmatic Dr. Jeddeg
Behlen from the Imperial Space Knight Academy, Paress is
initially resistant to the possibility of leaving his family forever
to defend the Empire. But his rescue of the passengers of a
crashed spaceliner convinces him that his destiny lies in the
stars. Behlen is almost too eager to place Paress at the
controls of the mysterious and, some say cursed, Hyper
Battle Machine #25 Allepexxis. Shaped like a giant black
dragon, Allepexxis nearly destroyed an entire planet when it
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was first activated. Unlike the many others before him, Paress
is able to establish a link with the Machine using his abilities
and becomes a Space Knight to battle monsters, pirates, and
all other enemies of the Empire no matter where they lurk.
But he'll never forget the warning he received at the
Academy: The absolute core reason of Allepexxis' existence
is to destroy other Hyper Battle Machines. This is the first of
two books that starts over seventy years prior to Francescan
War Chronicles Book One: Space Knight Denxeiter. Although
connected to the wider world of the Francescan War
Chronicles, they can be read as a standalone set. Paress' life
intersects with many different people who will prove to be
important players in the history of the Francescan Star
Empire and to Space Knight Feln Koenig and his Hyper Battle
Machine, Denxeiter. Inspired by classic manga and anime
(Five Star Stories, Space Battleship Yamato, Space Runaway
Ideon, Mobile Suit Gundam, Gunbuster, Gurren Lagann) with
a healthy dose of classic sci-fi and fantasy (Smith, Heinlein,
Asimov, Steakley, Harrison, Tolkien, Lewis, Herbert). The
print edition includes an expanded concept art gallery of the
title mecha and some of the book's machinery with design
notes by the author/ illustrator. Note: This novel contains
scenes and dialogue of a graphically intimate nature.
Collects Venom (2018) #31-34, 200. Donny Cates and Ryan
Stegman bring their three-year saga to a stunning close! The
horrifying threat of the King in Black, all-powerful god of the
symbiote race, has loomed large for years. Now, after
millennia of imprisonment, Knull and his symbiote army have
arrived on Earth! But what is Knull's hideous agenda? And
what happens to Venom when he finally comes face-to-face
with the lord of the abyss? Eddie Brock is about to face the
biggest challenge of his life, but he's not alone. Who will
stand by his side in Earth's darkest hour? And do any of them
have the slightest chance of success? Nothing will ever be
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the same for the Lethal Protector!
Venom: Space Knight Vol. 2Enemies And AlliesMarvel
The Friedman-Lucas Transition in Macroeconomics: A
Structuralist Approach considers how and to what extent
monetarist and new classical theories of the business-cycle
can be regarded as approximately true descriptions of a
cycle's causal structure or whether they can be no more than
useful predictive instruments. This book will be of interest to
upper-division undergraduates, graduate students,
researchers and professionals concerned with practical,
theoretical and historical aspects of macroeconomics and
business-cycle modeling.
What do scientists know about the possibility of life outside
our solar system? How does Catholic science ?ction imagine
such worlds? What are the implications for Catholic thought?
This collection brings together leading scientists,
philosophers, theologians, and science fiction authors in the
Catholic tradition to examine these issues. In the first section,
Christian scientists detail the latest scientific findings
regarding the possibility of life on exoplanets. The second
part brings together leading Catholic science fiction authors
who describe how “alien” life forms have been prevalent in
the Catholic imagination from the Middle Ages right up to the
present day. In the final section, Catholic philosophers and
theologians examine the implications of discovering intelligent
life elsewhere in the universe. Rather than worrying that the
discovery of intelligent extraterrestrials might threaten the
dignity of humans or their existence, the contributors here
maintain that such creatures should be welcomed as fellow
creatures of God and potential subjects of divine salvation.
Essays and interviews discuss the art of John Knight, a
pioneering figure in site-specific art and institutional critique.
For more than four decades, the elusive but influential Los
Angeles-based artist John Knight has developed a practice of
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site specificity that tests both architectural and ideological
boundaries of the museum, gallery, and public sphere.
Knight's works defy notions of stylistic coherence, even, at
times, of instant recognizability. Grounded in a sustained
method of inhabiting the material, discursive and economic
conditions of varied sites, his works systematically challenge
notions of object, sign, context, authorship, and value, and
they confront audiences not only with mailers, posters, and
journals but also with carpenter levels, commemorative
plates, deck chairs, bicycle bells, flower arrangements, and
credit cards. This volume offers essays and interviews that
trace the critical thinking on Knight, discussing the artist's
trajectory from 1969 to 2011. These texts, by such prominent
figures as Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, Anne Rorimer, Alexander
Alberro, and Birgit Pelzer, offer close readings of Knight's
pivotal projects in situ while also considering them in terms of
such art-historical paradigms as the readymade, the antiaesthetic, institutional critique, and the relationship between
art and design as well as corporate culture at large. The book
provides the first collection of these often hard-to-find texts on
Knight and will serve as an essential guide for further
consideration of his oeuvre.
A wide-ranging and novel study of metaphor as the
generative principle giving shape and substance to Eliot's
poetic imagination.
This volume collections 10 young adult science fiction novels:
7 in the Tom Corbett, Space Cadet series, plus Rip Foster
Rides the Gray Planet, by Blake Savage; Star Born, by Andre
Norton; and The Secret of the Ninth Planet, by Donald A.
Wollheim. And don't forget to search this ebook store for
more entries in the Megapack series, covering science fiction,
fantasy, mystery, adventure, ghost stories, and much, much
more!
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century British politics.
This volume presents a treatise on trees and how they relate
to the human spirit. Through its in-depth discussion of the
meaning of trees, a need for a shift in thinking becomes clear.
Historically, people in dominant cultures have viewed trees as
resources to be used and forests as obstacles to such
endeavors as farming and ranching. This publication presents
a different view of trees and forests, one calling for a shift
from domination and irreverence to respect and care—even
kinship. While the text includes a discussion about some of
the amazing characteristics of trees, the primary focus here is
on the philosophical meaning of, and emotional connections
with, trees. Its integration of disciplines and the recognition of
different ways of knowing will make this book appealing to a
wide variety of readers.
KING'S KNIGHT is a still-prophetic virtual-world novella
written in 1971 about a Chessman with no memory of any
other life, struggling with his suspicion there is more to his
world than he is allowed to know. From the beginning of
cybertelempathy in a 1965 grad student's basement lab, to
the man who steals a remotely-operated "gnome" to commit a
crime, to the mother who wants to love her baby again and
again, these are humorous, exciting, and sometimes
provocative visions of what might have been, and yet may be.
Drawing on a modern neurocognitive framework, this fullcolor textbook introduces the entire field of cognition through
an engaging narrative. Emphasizing the common neural
mechanisms that underlie all aspects of perception, learning,
and reasoning, the text encourages students to recognize the
interconnectivity between cognitive processes. Elements of
social psychology and developmental psychology are
integrated into the discussion, leading students to understand
and appreciate the connection between cognitive processing
and social behavior. Numerous learning features provide
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extensive student support: chapter summaries encourage
students to reflect on the main points of each chapter; end-ofchapter questions allow students to review their
understanding of key topics; approximately 200 figures,
photos, and charts clarify complex topics; and suggestions for
further reading point students to resources for deeper selfstudy. The textbook is also accompanied by 800 multiplechoice questions, for use before, during, and after class,
which have been proven to dramatically improve student
understanding and exam performance.
Collects X of Swords: Creation (2020) #1, X of Swords: Stasis
(2020) #1, X of Swords: Destruction (2020) #1, X-Men (2019)
#12-15, Excalibur (2019) #13-15, Marauders (2019) #13-15,
X-Force (2019) #13-14, New Mutants (2019) #13, Wolverine
(2020) #6-7, Cable (2020) #5-6, Hellions (2020) #5-6, XFactor (2020) #4. A tower. A mission. A gathering of armies.
Swords will be drawn in the first epic crossover of the
astonishing Dawn of X! Wolverine, the X-Men, Cable, XForce, Excalibur, X-Factor, the New Mutants, the Marauders,
the Hellions and the rest of Krakoa’s residents will all feel the
effects — but which ten mutants will wield the blades?
Weapons both new and familiar are drawn from their
scabbards as the X-Men prepare to do mythic battle against a
truly daunting foe! Jonathan Hickman and his fellow visionary
creators — who have painstakingly put all the pieces into place
during Dawn of X — join forces to smash the board!
To protect the crew against betrayal, Captain Cross sends the
Stalwart on a training mission to Ecoma, a gas giant
populated by evolved humans with dangerous empathic
abilities.The journey was supposed to be easy: Acquire
training from the evolved humans, negotiate the use of
magical devices that can protect the knights from mind
control, and get a bit of R&R.Of course, nothing is ever easy
with the Stalwart, and Squire Nicholas Lyons soon finds
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himself battling for his life against sensual mind readers,
hordes of bloodthirsty Grendels, enemy kingdom warriors,
and a berserker knight named Olav.
The essays in this collection examine the connections
between the forces of empire and women's lives in the early
Americas, in particular the ways their narratives contributed to
empire formation. Focusing on the female body as a site of
contestation, the essays describe acts of bravery, subversion,
and survival expressed in a variety of genres, including the
saga, letter, diary, captivity narrative, travel narrative, verse,
sentimental novel, and autobiography. The volume also
speaks to a range of female experience, across the Americas
and across time, from the Viking exploration to early
nineteenth-century United States, challenging scholars to
reflect on the implications of early American literature even to
the present day.
Unique Process of Writing: Written and glued together by
over three hundred writers and editors from around the world.
Each chapter was written and expanded by several authors,
and then all the chapters were pieced together by different
authors and editors. The whole work was tied together and
edited through a touch of sorcery and insanity by Aaron W.
Rockwell. Short Synopsis: Hailed as Stars Wars meets
Dungeons and Dragons; Space Knight is set in a galaxy of
impending darkness. The quest for answers pulls our
alcoholic hero through all edges of the multiverse. In a mix of
chaos theory and full throttle emotion, our Jacob encounters
classic monsters, love, loss, new acquaintances, and old
friends along the way. Akin to Space Knight: The Dark Tower
Series by Steven King Dungeons and Dragons/Pathfinder
meets Star Wars/Star Trek George R. R. Martin J. R. R.
Tolkien J. K. Rowling Book Includes: Battle Axes, Castles,
Depression, Drama, Death, Lots of Death, Empty Space,
Forests, Future Technology, Garden of Legends, Gnome
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Institute, Half-Orcs, Half-Goblins, Half-Centaurs (humans!),
Heaven's Courtroom, Ice Dragons, Indie Girl, King Orion's
Round-table, Love, Magical Items, Medieval Valor, Monsters,
Montages, Natural Disasters, Ogres, Paladins, Romance,
Science Fiction, Space, Space Knights, Spaceships, Taverns,
The Academy, The Multiverse, Time Travel, Titans, Tragedy,
Vampires, Wild West, Wizards, Magi, Sorcerers. Aaron
Q&As: How did you write Space Knight? Basically, I would
hire contractors to write small chapters with a loose outline: a
one sentence blurb of what's going on and a couple of
characters descriptions. In total, the contractor would have
three to four sentences to write a whole chapter. They were
given near complete freedom; some contractors had difficulty
with such an open task. I would then take the small chapters
and have other contractors expand them to make up 3500
words per chapter. Next phase, I would take these chapters
and have contractors tie two to four chapters together.
Chapter's started flowing together and making more sense,
the more contractors weaved, the more the story flowed. The
final phase was to edit the book, which was done in chunks
just like the writing. Who would have the rights of the work
then? The first contractor wrote an amazing chapter, sent it to
me, and then asked about the rights to the work. I assumed I
would have them, but I did not specify before his contract so I
paid him and deleted his chapter. From that point on, I would
state in my contracts that I would retain all rights.
Furthermore, the whole book would be edited and reedited so
often it would be hard to even pinpoint who did what. Is the
future of authorship going to be outsourced? It's the next
step; almost every other facet in society operates on mass
collaboration and peer sourcing. One person doesn't design
entire cars or control the entire supply chain of a company.
Why should books be written by only one author? Multiple
authors make for a disruptive or novel that doesn't flow?
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Though individual writing styles are extremely different, the
more and more editors smooth over the stories, the more of a
baseline of readability occurs. So in a way, the evolution of
multiple voices actually is in itself a voice.
Venom's new career as an Agent of the Cosmos continues
with the hunt for Black October! Flash Thompson has been
learning quickly on the job as a space knight in symbiote
armor, helping the hopeless and impressing the oppressed
across the galaxy. He's even picked up a few new friends
along the way, like sad cyborg 803, serpent-tressed Iqa, and
mercenary panda Pik Rollo! But even they might not be
enough to stop what's coming. A fearsome new foe has set
sights on the Agents of the Cosmos, and that means Flash's
training is about to get intensive. The reinvention of Venom
continues! COLLECTING: Venom: Space Knight 7-13
The drive towards environmentally friendly buildings and
infrastructure has led to a growing interest in providing design
solutions underpinned by the core principles of sustainability
to balance economic, social and environmental factors.
Design Economics for the Built Environment: Impact of
sustainability on project evaluation presents new directions,
reflecting the need to recognise the impact of climate change
and the importance of sustainability in project evaluation. The
aim is to provide a new approach to understanding design
economics in the context of the changing policy environment,
legislative and regulatory framework, and increasing
economic, environmental and social pressure as result of the
sustainability agenda. The book follows a structured
approach from theories and principles in the earlier chapters,
to the practical applications and emerging techniques
focusing on value and social, economic and environmental
considerations in making design decisions. It starts with the
policy context, building on various theories and principles
such as, capital cost, value of design and resource–based
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theories, the new rules of measurement (NRM) to explore
cost planning, the relationship between height and costs, key
socio–economic and environmental variables for design
appraisal, eco–cost/value ratio (EVR), whole life theory and
the treatment of carbon emission as external costs,
productivity and efficiency, fiscal drivers and legal framework
for carbon reduction, procurement and allocation of risks in
contracts. Case studies, practical examples and frameworks
throughout reinforce theories and principles and relate them
to current practice. The book is essential reading for
postgraduate students in architecture, building and quantity
surveying and is also a valuable resource for academics,
consultants and policy–makers in the built environment.
Over the last twenty years we have witnessed a revolution in
ground stabilization in both underground and above-ground
applications, thanks largely to the widespread adoption of
shotcrete as a medium for support. Shotcrete technology
continues to evolve and improve as its utilization increases.
From relatively obscure and sporadic beginnings, it ha
The knighthood examination has arrived. Few squires pass
the initial round, and even fewer make it through the final test
alive. The odds are stacked against every squire, but the
Stalwart crew uncovers a Pure-Blood noble conspiracy to
sabotage Nick and his friends. But Nicholas welcomes the
opposition. This is the moment of his dreams, and nothing will
stop the Stalwart squires from entering the illustrious order of
Space Knights.
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